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as, $Y d. a... . As aff: f g if ; : y : f: r s 18 si3 is () is , 
HI RAM SMITH OF NORWA, K, OHIO. 

letters Patent No. 105,268, dated July 12, 1870. 
tri-rade-scer-arv 

E33AS is as-is. 

a he schedule referre to in iais getters Patrut and making part cf the sana. 

2, 32; asion inity concer; ; 
e is known fiat 5. Sir RAM 8.XIITE, of Noisvalk, be county of Cuyzieg, and State of Ohio, ligye 

invented certain new aid useful apreveinents in 
ster-ripe Joints for Rail'oad.Talais; and do here 

by declare that the following is a full and compete 
description of the same, reference being had to the 
2000 inpanying dia:Yigg halking a part of this specifi 
cation, in which 

Figare 1 is a front view of the water-pigejoint. 
Fig.:es 2 bind 3, side views of tie sarcie. 
Figure 4 is a view of the aper side. 

tare 5 is a vertical Szction. 
like letters of reference reier' to like parts it the 

see: Wicy's, - 

'i is inventic has for its object tag supplying lo 
otive engines witi, water frcii. 3 tank, aud for wet 
town hogs, ties:Line being done by aeans of a 

ged pipe, as hereinafter anore filly set forti. 
as un- - 

A represents a section of pipe leading iro, the 
water-task. 

is one end thereof is connected, by a free joint, B, 
a 7-pipe, C. Said joint consists of a circular flange, 
D, surrounding the bore of the pipe, to which is fit 

ited a wasier, E. provided with a collar fitted to the 
inside of the beie of the "I"-pipe, into which it projects, as shown in ig. 5. 
The iore of the pipe is also provided with a fiange 

corresponding in size and characte: to that of the pipe, 
as shown at fig, 4. 

Between the we said flanges the washer is placed. 
Said Yesher is made of brass or other like composi 
tion, it id forms: surface on which the lange is of the 
pipe A, or that of the i-pipe, sides on being rotated. 
Taejoint is geetired by a bolt, G, fig. 5, passing ye 

fically through the elbow of tile pipe A. and the "- ::ip& C. 
£y this joins the -pipe is a lowed a horizontai:0- 

3.5 A?ygient, by ene:ace of the 32 sher moving upon 
tie age of the iiaage. 
The SF&sher being fixed to cne of the fian ges by ties: cjeeting from the face of the targe into the 

ice if tie Yasier, 
the sizier, hence cite large only turns on the 

So eagl:end of the f-pipe is connected a pipe-el 
tow, is , by a free joint, 5, constructed in the same 
Yianne: as that aincye described, and which is also ge 

iiya, agit, 5", fig. 5. Said joir, allows to the 
Q?rs a rotay insvement, so that ille ceniuctor's E. 

I, 2 tached hereto, ilave relatively a vertical love 
neit, fit a gapose presently show it. 
Iiziibe obvious that, by this arrangement of joints, 

is tryo conductors K. L. inay he turned horizontaily 

--as-a- 

or vertically, so that they be brought to point in any 
direction required. 
The plactical application and use of the above de 

scribed apparatus are as follows: 
The pipe A referred to is connected to tie water. 

tank, and from which it projects toward the railroad 
to the extent to bring the joints and elbows to the 
outside of the tank-house, and close thereto, and in 
such relation therewith ta: the joints and elbows 
range parallel to the sidii; if ilding, as shown in 
fig. 3, in which the li:3 stilidicates the side of the tank-house. 

alks a 3 la C3d it:a: tiles Ji'ack, and engines 
sefircin inogi ... iii.2toi's m3.tie of 
es' tige:glyei:; pipes connected 

with bit one dise joi acy's the 
we in a vertical is in a in nial direction 

receig 33 
leith 

pipe to age 
only, 

Tiae objection to the ea?ier and canvas conductors 
is, they soon become wort Rd leaky, and in cold 
weather icy and stiff to is sadle, therefore often im 
practicable, - 

The metal conductor, though not open to these ob. 
jections are objectionable from other reasons. They 
having but one joint, and that which allows the con 
ductex o move in a vertical or in a horizontal direc 
tion only, requires that the engine be stopped exactly 
at a certain point opposite the pipe, in order that it 
may reach the engine's tank. Should the engine be 
too far ahead, the pipe will not reach the tank, and if 
tact far enough, the same trouble results; hence, it 
not unfrequently requires some minutes to bling the 
teader in line with the water-pipe, so that it may reach 
the tank; also, the conductor or water-pipe, having 
little of 10 ihorizontal movement, is liable to be broken, 
should the frain move in either direction before the 
pipe is renuoyed from the tender. These objections 
are all avoided in the use of my jointed pipe, which, 
in consequeuce of its horizontal movement, can be 
turned either to the right or to the left, as the posi 
vion of the engine may require; hence, the stopping 
of the engine at one exact spot is not necessary, as 
my coaductor can be made to reach it, though some 
feet distant from a direct line there with, in virtue of 
its cagacity to rotate borizontally, and its vertical 
move cent allowing its adaptation to the variable 
heights of different engines of tenders. - 
The conductor, extended for use, is shown in fig. 2, 

and when not in use it; can be titlined upward out of 
the way, as shown in fig. . . 

he pipe or conductor E. is intended for wetting 
down, car-loads of hogs, which, in Yarm weather, re 
quires to be frequer iy'doge for the comfort and pre 
servation of the anizais, This pipe, like that for fiti 

  

  

  



ing the engine-tank, is capable of being, moved p 
ward and sidewise, and which is therefore readily 
brought into proper position for throwing water upon 
the hogs. 
The nozzle of the conductor is made flat, so that a 

thin broad stream may fall upon the animals, and 
thus more effectually sprinkle them. 
To prevent the water that may be left the con 

ductors, after using them, from falling down upon the 
platform or the side of the tank-house, a small hole 
is made in the under side of the pipe A, through which 
the waste water may be conveyed back into the Well, 
pr away from the building. . 
The two conductors are not required on every tank, 

but on certain ones only; hence the joint and conduct 

2 

or for wetting down hogs may be omitted on most of 
the tanks, and the supply-pipe L only used, as shown 
in fig. 3. 

Clain, 
What I claim as my invention, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is 
The herein-described water-pipe joint, when con 

structed with joint B, and one or more joints, J, 'so 
as to operate conjointiy, substantially in the manner 
as described and for the purpose set forth. 

HIRAM SMITH. 
Witnesses: 

J. A. BURRIDGE, 
W. H. BURRIDGE. 

  


